
SUMMARY

This second volume of the Yearbook reflects the research conducted during 1992-93 by 
members of the Institute fór the History of the 1956 Hungárián Revolution and by their 
friends and colleagues, in Hungary and abroad. The Institute, in its third year of existence, 
has to a great extent completed its plans fór establishing a solid database fór research on 
the éra of the revolution (from ca. 1953 to ca. 1963) by having copied and collected 
extensive fonds of archivál matériái (from Central and régiónál archives, see p. 331-2, 
above), compiled a videó- and filmography of 1956, established a close-to-complete record 
of the ’martyrs of 1956’ (seep. 317.), anddesigned anelectronic database which facilitates 
retrieval of information in all its fonds. The Órai History Archive continued its work on 
collecting and analysing reminescences of surviving eye-witnesses (see 323-27) Several 
scholars, both from our staff and others, supported by the Instute, worked in foreign archives 
in the USA, Canada, Francé, Britain, the former Czechoslovakia, Poland, and Russia. Somé 
of their findings are published in this volume (pp. 39-141.). The üst of the Institute’s (and 
its members’) publications (pp. 319—22.) reflect the printed results of the various projects.

The Institute’s structure did nőt change during 1992-1993. However, we suffered a 
sad loss by the death of Gyula Juhász, former director of the National Library, in April, 
1993. We moum nőt only a member of our Board and Council bút alsó a close friend.

In his opening article, Peter Kende raises the question about the fate of the 1956er 
tradition. He notes that the near-unanimous identification of the nation with the memory of 
the revolution in the last months of the Communist régimé, leading to the historic day of 
the martyrs’ funeral on 16 June, 1989, broke intő pieces soon after the road opened to 
plurálist democracy. It became clear that the divergent ideals of 1956 have by now matured 
to opposing concepts of democracy, social justice, and political structure. The pains of 
transition after 1989, problems of compensation to the victims of the post-1956 repression, 
and the region-wide revival of nationalism all left their marks on present-day perceptions 
of the 1956er tradition. As co-chairman of the Institute’ s Board of Trustees Professor Kende 
outlines our position: every attempt has to be made to keep the Institute aloof from daily 
political partisanship while taking cognisance of the divergent attitudes and sentiments 
about the revolution of 1956.

Among the papers on intemational aspects of the revolution, the first is devoted to 
insights intő the Kremlin’s decisionmaking process gained from the Institute’s most 
important recent publication, the “Jeltsin-File.” In January, 1993, we published the Hungá
rián translation with critical apparátus of those Soviet documents, which were presented by 
President Jeltsin to President Göncz in November, 1992. János M. Rainer analyses the
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interplay between “hawks” and “doves” in the Kremlin, between the adherents of political 
and those of military Solutions, as well as the influence of the Hungárián Communist old 
guard on Soviet decision making. The documents do shed light of somé these internál 
controversies, bút are by no means complete enough to fully explain the many puzzles and 
contradictions in Moscow’ s behaviour in 1956. Csaba Békés continued his studies of British 
diplomatic documents, and is publishing now a number of exchanges between London and 
New York on the Foreign Office’s policy vis-a-vis the “Hungárián question” (pp. 39-71). 
They show, how deep the disagreement ran between the western European powers (Britain 
and Francé, involved in the Suez adventure) and the United States during the crucial days 
of October-November 1956, and how these behind-the-scenes negotiations hindered a 
forceful reaction to the Soviet intervention against the revolution. Peter Hidas (Montréal) 
surveys diplomatic, press, and civic reactions in Canada during the twelve days of the 
revolution (pp. 73-94.): the Hungárián and eastEuropean immigrants were actively fighting 
fór support, the govemment was cautious, and the press sceptical. Süli, the most constant 
issue in cabinet remained the grain sale to Hungary, which was only “postponed” after 
November 4. Duco Hellema (Amsterdam) suggests that the West missed a major historical 
opportunity by having been divided and inane during the revolution (pp. 95-106). Evén the 
Netherlands, well known fór its active anti-Bolshevik stance, did little fór Hungary’s 
freedom fight. The Dutch govemment’s main interest remained the “non-aligned” nations’ 
position after Suez, and Hungary was only a poor second behind this. Juhani Huotari 
(Tampere) surveys the echo of the Hungárián revolution in Finland (pp. 107-16), where 
sympathies fór the (linguistically) “related” Hungarians were considerable. However, the 
pro-Soviet political forces towed the Muscovite line, and the Communist-influenced press 
printed extensively sceptical and outright denunciatory reports as well. Federigo Argenti- 
eri’s (Romé) review (pp. 117-24) of recently published Italian dissident Communists’ 
memoirs contains, among other things, the full text of the famous “Protest of the 101” 
against the CPI’s pro-Moscow stance, and Togliatti’s reply to one of its initiators, Carlo 
Muscetta. Tibor Hajdú presents two documents on Communist Party reactions to Hungary 
(and Poland): the Czech CP’s Central Committee acknowledged with relief on 5-6 Decem
ber, 1956 that few demonstrations were held in their lands, still, ironically, somé party 
secretaries admit that hundreds of people were arrested fór supporting the “fascist counter- 
revolution” in Hungary (pp. 125-31). The other document (pp. 133-42) is a recently 
discovered letter of the CC of the CP USSR (signed by Krushchev), in which they try to 
explain their position in Poland and Hungary. It contains complaints about “somé comra- 
des’” inability to understand and support the Soviet position. János Tischler publishes Polish 
party reports on the “mood in the country” after the Imre Nagy trial and execution in June 
1958 (pp. 143-61). These reports, written by officials region by region, cannot hide the 
generál indignation over the treacherous murder of Nagy and comrades expressed by 
workers and intellectuals alike. The last piece in this section contains the Hungárián 
translation of the guest-book entries from the photographic exhibition on Poznan and 
Budapest in 1956, held in Moscow and St. Petersburg in 1992 and 1993, respectively. It is 
remarkable, how many Russians admit that they saw fór the first titne honest details about 
the events of 1956, bút alsó that there were several visitors who denounced Poland’s and 
Hungary’s anti-Soviet stance then and its commemoration now.

The contributions on the revolution’s domestic history present a number of hitherto 
unknown documents or analyse these in greater detail. They cover town and country, leaders
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and fighters, workers and intellectuals alike. Tibor Valuch offers a systematic (partly 
statistical) overview of the history and function of revolutionary organs and their members 
in Co. Hajdú-Bihar (in northeast Hungary), based on the collection of published and 
unpublished sources. (A volume of documents írom the region has just been published by 
the same author and his team.) Activities of workers’ councils are reflected alsó by the 
minutes of a canning factory’s revolutionary meetings in Kecskemét, in Central Hungary 
(pp. 195-208). The armed fighters are represented by a selection írom the confessions of 
László Iván-Kovács, a ffeedom-fighter executed in 1957 (pp. 209-19), and by a draft 
political proposal (written in captivity) by the martyred minister of the revolution, General 
Pál Maiéter (pp. 245-60). The personality of Maiéter alsó emerges as a Central figure in the 
personal memoirs of Peter Gosztonyi on the revolutionary days in the Kilián Barracks (pp. 
229—44). A chronological sketch of the life of a rather enigmatic personality of the 
revolution, József Dudás, is the first result of on-going research on his activities and 
programs (pp. 221-8). The three last pieces in this section document aspects of the 
post-revolutionary repression: a “blow by blow” analysis on the basis of newly accessible 
archivál matériái of the preparations fór the famous writers’ trial (Déry, Háy, Zelk, and 
others) (pp. 261-87), the ideological foundation fór the fight against “revisionism” expres- 
sed in the minutes of a debate in the Hungárián communist party leadership in April 1957 
(pp. 289-304), and the courageous statement in court of the headmaster Pál Magyar, who 
describes the beatings and tortures suffered at the hands of Kádár’s militia in the Sprine of 
1957 (pp. 305-12). 6

The volume closes with a selected list of topical titles (books and articles), published 
in Hungary between Juli 1992 and May 1993, with brief annotations.

(J. M. Bak)
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